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Returning to Orlando January 16 – 19, 2022 

Continuing 2021-22 Events 
 
Orlando Area resorts are still struggling to see who will be willing to travel 
to a non-essential meeting and even as to who will still be in business. Many venues, 
such as those owned or affiliated by Disney have stricter rules than the Florida 
government; our 2020 B Resort ownership is even stricter. Our latest word is to 
look for further updates by October. With roughly 12% of our Attendees from 
overseas, we must also be cognizant of international travel restrictions and attitudes.  
 
We are therefore watching, waiting and planning a bifurcated program of 
Virtual or Online curricula while determining safety issues of a Live event. 
 
Our Virtual component includes inviting our “CCC” community to share 
pre-recorded content to be presented in an asynchronous manner over several weeks 
on your schedule, followed by several days of live Q&A with Content Providers and live 
networking with each other. For those presenters who are more comfortable with a live 
audience, or whose presentation requires a live audience for live interaction, we may 
create several dates where the set time Zoom Room model is utilized, recording the 
proceedings for asynchronous viewing by our larger audience.  
 
We intend to provide our asynchronous content without charge to prior 
attendees of Construction CPM Conference. This may include colleagues and 
other employees of those Attendees whose firms previously subsidized employee costs. 
A nominal fee may be charged to join “live” components such as Q&A, and for new 
members of our community. The costs of these efforts are being supported by our 
Sponsors including Drexel University. Please consider joining these Sponsors. 
 
So please visit our website http://constructioncpm.com/At-A-Glance/at_a_glance2022.htm to 
view content as such is posted. Once we reach a critical mass of content we will 
schedule another Live Zoom Meeting to Meet the Speaker for Q&A and Comment.  
 

Be well – get vaccinated and yet maintain safe conducts – enjoy life. 
 
 


